SEEMS AS THOUGH POLITICS HAS MADE ITS WAY INTO FASHION!

Celebrities are being seen on the streets wearing “political” attire to remind everyone about the upcoming election.

By Tamir Streets

With the election just looming around the corner, celebrities are reminding everyone to vote, while making it chic and fashionable! During these difficult and challenging times everyone is facing, celebrities are reminding us with their fashion how important this election is for our country.

Political statements are being made through fashion by many celebrities, and recently at the Billboard Music Awards by Lizzo, Jennifer Lopez, alongside many other celebrities, put out simple posts across all social media platforms, expressing with their fashion how important it is to vote in this election.

At the 2020 Billboard music awards, Lizzo’s bold statement really made an impact. Her minidress with the word vote all around her encourages and reminds her fans to vote.

Lizzo in Christian Siriano

We all know how inspiring and what a huge influencer Jennifer Lopez is, and JLo’s latest customization from Coach allowed her to express the importance of voting by simply rocking a tote bag, along with her outfit, which stated the word “VOTE” placed in the middle of the bag in blue.

Lopez posed for a picture with the bag and tweeted, “Voting is always in style @Coach #MyCoconuts.”

Jennifer Lopez/Twitter

Influencers, stars and celebrities and most of the country at this point, are not giving up on expressing the importance of voting. Social media platforms provide a great outlet for messaging. We will continue to see celebrities showing off the chicest and hottest looks with one simple word, “VOTE.” November is right around the corner!

Gigi Hadid out in New York City

Using fashion to make a political statement nowadays is becoming the norm. Not only is there clothing with the word “VOTE,” but there are so many accessories such as bags, earrings, necklaces, face masks and the list goes on. It’s not just a plain boring T-shirt with the word vote, celebrities are seen styling these T-shirts with a blazer and jeans.

Need to register to vote? Here’s how!  
https://voterreg.dmv.ny.gov/MotorVoter/
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